HOW TO BUILD A STAFF THAT DOESN’T
KILL YOUR BUSINESS
We all want to do right by our staff, but sometimes layoffs are the only way a business can
survive. The old, standard staffing model is well….old. It leaves no room for dips or changes
to your business. With the extreme cost of employee turnover, hiring, and onboarding, there
needs to be a new way to build a great staff that allows for flexibility. You need to develop
an adaptive staffing plan.

Introducing the Adaptive Staffing Plan
Adaptive staffing is pretty simple: a set percentage of your staff consists of full-time employees
and a set percentage consists of freelance or contractors. The full-time staff is the institutional
knowledge, the torchbearers, the wear-the-t-shirt folks. They know the important parts of the
business, from brand to books. They ensure that any new team member can be quickly and
effectively onboarded without loss of brand continuity. The other half is short-term and longer-term
flexible staff members. They are remote, project-based, specialists.

STAFFING BUDGET: $500K

TYPICAL STAFF | FULL-TIME
DIR. OF MARKETING SNR DESIGNER

ADAPTIVE STAFF | FULL-TIME+FREELANCE

PROJECT MGR

DIR. OF MARKETING SNR DESIGNER

PROJECT MGR

FULL-TIME EMPLOYEE
40 HRS
WEB DEV

40 HRS

40 HRS

40 HRS

COPYWRITER

DESIGNER

40 HRS

40 HRS

• Fixed monthly payroll cost
• Fixed roles/skills
• Additional staff increases budget

FREELANCER

40 HRS
COPYWRITER DESIGNER

30 HRS

30 HRS

40 HRS

40 HRS

VIDEO/MOTION

WEB DEV

JR PROJECT MGR

EMAIL

15 HRS

15 HRS

20HRS

10 HRS

• Adjustable monthly payroll cost
• Flexible roles/skills
• Additional staff can stay within budget

This plan is the new way to staff your company.
You can build the dream team.

Your staffing budget can stretch to the moon.

Using adaptive teams ensures your company

Staffing is a company’s largest expense. Building

taps into amazing talent at a shorter term cost

an adaptive staff allows your budget to go

without geographic limitations. Imagine building

further. You can tap into highly-skilled talent as

your neighborhood basketball team with Jordan,

needed instead of having to hire a jack-of-all-

LeBrone, Shaq, Bird and so on. That’s what the

trades. Your company can add skills and test

adaptive plan enables. Your company can now

roles without the full commitment of payroll.

have access to highly-specialized skills without

The flexibility of an adaptive staff enables you

long-term cost or commitment. Slam dunk.

to allocate your budget based on priorities and
company changes.

Flexibility is king.
Most companies are built with a completely inflexible staffing model. The model works well
when nothing changes. The problem is that change is constant. When things go south, we
see unemployment, corruption, and burned-out staff. Building in a cushion or a ripcord of
sorts for your costs is essential to survival. Building a staff that allows you to reduce or
adjust cost immediately provides the best parachute to a staffing budget. Things go well —
add more skills. Your business pivots — add new skills. Things take a dip — drop some skills.
The ebb and flow of adaptive staffing allows you to innovate, adjust, and grow.

Did you know that the it cancost to 6 to 9 months’ salary to replace a full-time employee?
peoplekeep.com/blog/bid/312123/employee-retention-the-real-cost-of-losing-an-employee

How do you work with freelancers or build a staff of freelancers?
Freelancers are almost 50% of the workforce, but

Businesses will be different moving forward. As

many companies turn away from this group as a

businesses come back online and professionals

legitimate option for regular staffing. Headaches

adjust, this is the PERFECT time to take a look

around onboarding, managing, vetting, and

at hiring practices. Staffing doesn’t have to be

processing freelancers can make the stress not

full-time only anymore. Adaptive staffing with

worth the potential reward. By developing a way

freelancers is the new way to staff.

to operationalize this pool of talent, Uncompany
creates a highly-skilled, flexible staff using a

OnDeck allows companies to build highly-skilled

simple and transparent process, all without

freelance teams and maintain flexibility to

putting your business at risk of death by payroll.

grow, manage risk, reduce full-time layoffs, and
innovate even more than ever before.

Uncompany developed OnDeck to operationalize
a freelance staff. We noticed that the work
of finding, onboarding, managing, and paying
freelancers can cause businesses to steer clear
of freelance staffing and to miss out on the
flexibility required to thrive in a rapidly evolving
economic environment.
OnDeck is the answer for companies who

To start building your OnDeck
staff or learn more about this
adaptive staffing strategy visit us online at weareuncompany.com
or email us at info@weareuncompany.com

want to add more flexibility to their staffing
model. It allows for proactive freelance staffing,
onboarding, and flow through one simple system,
enabling companies to quickly and easily start
projects, review timesheets, and track budgets.
Through OnDeck, you can now have the structure,
continuity, and process of a full-time staff with
the flexibility of a skilled freelancer team.

Did you know 61% of freelancers are freelancing by choice, leaving their careers at the peak.
https://www.fastcompany.com/90251797/we-studied-freelancing-for-five-years-heres-how-work-is-changing

